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President’s Message
by Kenneth J. Weiss, MD, DLFAPA
Greetings to all
PPS members! It
has been a pleasure
to represent our
Chapter, to interact
with you, and to
develop a deeper
understanding of
the importance of organized psychiatry in
preserving a role for our profession while
attending to the needs of our patients.
Many of you who know me are aware
that in the past 10 years I have shifted my
interest away from psychopharm research
toward academic interests and the history
of psychiatry. I was afraid that by the
time my PPS presidency came around
I’d have lost touch with current issues.
Back in 2008, I wrote in Pennsylvania
Psychiatrist about how Dorothea Dix
decried the use of jails as repositories
for persons with mental illness in mid19th century. Then in 2012, I reported in
transactions on the founding of the APA
in Philadelphia in 1844 by 13 asylum
doctors. You’d think that, in all this
time, we’d have solved the problem of
separating Bad and Mad. Looks like I’m
up to date.
Fast forward to 2015. My colleague
in forensic psychiatry, Renée Binder,
became the national APA president.
Among the first things she did was to
visit San Quentin Prison in her home
state of California, taking the Board of
Trustees with her. Though San Quentin
was doing a good job in caring for

inmates with mental illness, Dr. Binder
used the visit to call attention to “the
nation’s shame” of housing patients
in jails when better alternatives are
available (Psychiatric News, July 13,
2015). Then, over the summer, President
Obama visited a federal prison, echoing
a similar message about overuse of
incarceration. Pope Francis, having
visited prisoners around the world,
put Philadelphia on his itinerary too,
attending to the disenfranchised here.
Now I’m no Dorothea Dix, but it’s
apparent that momentum is favoring a
reexamination of how to disentangle
the mental health system from criminal
justice and the prison industry. I urge you
to read Psychiatric News and to follow
Dr. Binder’s activities on this front.
Meanwhile, in several counties in
California, as well as in other places
in America, civil rights advocates
have effected changes in how persons
with mental illness are treated—and
protected—in our jails. Who is jailed
and who is diverted to mental health
treatment? Why are persons with
psychosis placed in solitary confinement?
Check out “Callous and Cruel” from
Human Rights Watch in May 2015
(www.hrw.org).
On another front, American Academy
of Psychiatry and the Law President
Graham Glancy has urged psychiatrists
to reclaim leadership in correctional
mental health. Then we might also have
continued on page 9
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Meet the 2015 Benjamin Rush Award Winners
The Philadelphia Psychiatric Society is pleased to introduce its members to the 2015 Benjamin Rush Award winners.
These outstanding individuals will be formally honored at the annual Benjamin Rush Gala on Friday, November 6.

Paul J. Fink
Leadership Award

William R. Dubin, MD, DLFAPA will receive the Paul J.
Fink Leadership Award, which recognizes a PPS member
demonstrating psychiatric leadership through education,
research, community engagement, or advocacy for all
mental health consumers.
Dr. Dubin is the Professor and Chair of Psychiatry,
Department of Psychiatry, Temple University School
of Medicine and the Chief Medical Officer for Temple
University Hospital – Episcopal Campus.
He received a BA in Psychology from the University
of Richmond and his MD degree from the Medical
University of South Carolina. He completed his residency
training in psychiatry at Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital and is board certified in Psychiatry. Dr. Dubin
has published approximately 90 book chapters and
scientific articles and has written or edited four books on
emergency psychiatry and aggression management. He
has lectured extensively throughout the United States on
aggression management, clinician safety, and emergency
psychiatry.
Dr. Dubin is a past president of both the Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Society and the Philadelphia Psychiatric
Society. He is a Fellow of the American Psychiatric
Association, a Fellow of the American College of
Psychiatrists, and a Fellow of the College of Physicians
of Philadelphia. Dr. Dubin previously received the
Philadelphia Psychiatric Society’s Daniel Blain Award
for dedication and commitment to psychiatry and was
recently presented with the Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Society’s Presidential Award for contributions to the
profession of psychiatry. He has received numerous
teaching awards during his career.

Lifetime
Achievement Award

Arlene P. Bennett, MD will receive the Lifetime
Achievement Award, which is given to a PPS member
for a lifetime of career activities that have advanced
psychiatry, such as patient care, teaching, and research.
Arlene Parsons was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
was educated in the Philadelphia School System, and
graduated from the Philadelphia High School for Girls in
1951. She joined the United States Air Force and received
an honorable discharge in 1956. She enrolled in the
University of Pennsylvania and graduated in 1960 with a
BS degree in Education. She was admitted to the Medical
School of the University of Pennsylvania in 1960.
In March 23, 1963, between final exams, Arlene Parsons
married fellow University of Pennsylvanian Carl Douglas
Bennett, who was working on his PhD in Biochemistry.
In 1964, Dr. Bennett graduated as the first Black female
graduate from the University of Pennsylvania Medical
School.
Dr. Bennett first entered pediatrics, which reflected
her love for children. As she worked with children, she
realized that she also spent a considerable amount of
her time working with the parents on how to provide a
psychologically healthy environment for their children.
She went on to re-specialize in psychiatry, completing
her residency at the Eastern Pennsylvania Psychiatric
Institute in 1977.
Dr. Bennett became enamored with psychoanalysis
and has continued to use its concepts in theory and
practice. She continues to be a member of the psychiatric
department at Pennsylvania Hospital and is a Clinical
Associate in the Department of Psychiatry at the
Perelman School of Medicine.
Dr. Bennett has a musician son, Douglas, and a lovely
granddaughter, Juliette.
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Meet the 2015 Benjamin Rush Award Winners

Practitioner of the
Year Award

Ralph E. Fishkin, DO will receive the Practitioner
of the Year Award, which is awarded to a private
practitioner of note in the Society.
I am honored and grateful to the Society for selecting
me as the Practitioner of the Year. I have practiced in
Philadelphia since completing my psychiatry residency
at Hahnemann University Hospital in 1973. I pursued
training in psychoanalysis and family therapy, and
the knowledge I gained has enabled me to have an
interesting and varied professional career. I would like
to acknowledge some of my great teachers and mentors:
Herman Belmont, David Sachs, Joe Slap, Homer Curtis,
Leo Madow, Herb Walker, Oscar Weiner, Ilda Fischer,
and Paul Fink.
Teaching at the Hahnemann, Jefferson, and Temple
Psychiatry departments, and participating in governance
in a number of capacities at the Psychoanalytic Center
of Philadelphia, have been very rewarding. In addition,
I was fortunate enough to have been elected several
times to the Board of Directors, and currently serve as
secretary, of the American Psychoanalytic Association.
You never know where life will take you, even in a field
as broad as psychiatry. But I could not have conceived
that for the last six years, I would be conducting
treatment and teaching psychoanalytic concepts over the
Internet to mental health trainees in China. My partner
in that activity and in the rest of my life has been my
loving and supportive better half, my wife Lana Fishkin,
a pretty excellent practitioner herself. I want to thank
her and my two wonderful sons, David and Daniel, for
enriching my life.

Psychiatric Educator of
the Year Award

Fayez Kamel Z. El-Gabalawi, MD will receive the
Psychiatric Educator of the Year Award, which is given
to a professional who displays outstanding teaching or
research abilities.
Dr. El-Gabalawi is a Clinical Associate Professor at
Thomas Jefferson University. He immigrated to the
United States from Egypt in the early 1980s with a
dream of becoming a good psychiatrist and to continue
his studies in piano music and philosophy. Fortunately,
he was able to realize and nurture each of these areas of
interest.
Dr. El-Gabalawi completed his general psychiatry
residency at Temple University and his child fellowship
at Columbia University in New York, after which he then
joined Einstein/Belmont as the Director of C/A Services
for more than 20 years. He has since been involved in
advocacy for child psychiatry and served as the president
of the regional council for C/A psychiatry.
Dr. El-Gabalawi’s passion for teaching and mentoring
students, residents, and fellows has been the focus of his
career, and something for which he has received much
recognition. Over the years, he has been involved in
teaching at the Einstein, Temple, and Jefferson residency
programs. He is currently the associate director of
training of the C/A fellowship at Jefferson.
Dr. El-Gabalawi has produced a few publications dealing
with clinical and conceptual issues in child psychiatry
and has made presentations at the APA, AACAP, and
the Association for the Advancement of Philosophy and
Psychiatry.
His companions and solace in his journey are his wife,
Frances Devine, and their two children, Matthew and
Sara, as well as other kind and supportive friends.

I N S U R A N C E

C O V E R A G E

D E S I G N E D

F O R

P S Y C H I A T R I S T S

In California, d/b/a Transatlantic Professional Risk Management and Insurance Services.

YOU CAN COUNT ON US.
We have underwritten more
than 20,000 psychiatrists since
1986. This psychiatric-specific
expertise allows our
knowledgeable and relevant
approach to underwriting,
assuring a secure source of
coverage so you can count on
us to be there when you need
us most.

Jackie Palumbo

Executive Vice President,
Chief Underwriting Officer

(800) 245-3333

TheProgram@prms.com

PsychProgram.com/InfoRequest

More than an insurance policy

Actual terms, coverages, conditions and exclusions may vary by state. Insurance coverage provided by Fair American Insurance
and Reinsurance Company (NAIC 35157). FAIRCO is an authorized carrier in California, ID number 3175-7. www.fairco.com
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Meet the 2015 Benjamin Rush Award Winners

Benjamin Rush
Award

The Honorable Michael H. Schlossberg will receive
the Benjamin Rush Award, which is awarded to a nonpsychiatrist who has brought recognition to mental
health/mental illness over the past year.
State Representative Mike Schlossberg was reelected
to a second term in November, 2014, continuing his
commitment to community leadership. He is a member
of the House Transportation, Health, State Government,
Human Services and Environmental and Energy
Committees. In addition to these responsibilities for the
132nd legislative district, Representative Schlossberg
is a board member of the Allentown School District
Foundation, the Allentown Jewish Community Center,
Congregation Kenesth Israel, the Muhlenberg College
Board of Associates, the Cedar Crest College Board
of Associates, serves on the nominating committee of
the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, is active in the
National Association of Jewish Legislators, and is an
honorary ambassador for the I’m the Evidence/Mental
Health Campaign.
Representative Schlossberg is Democratic co-chair and
co-founder of the Mental Health Caucus, allowing him to
focus on helping other members of the General Assembly
and the citizens of Pennsylvania to understand Mental
Health issues and concerns. In June 2015, he was named
Northeast Democratic Delegation Chair.
Prior to his election as State Representative in 2012, Mike
Schlossberg served on Allentown City Council and was Vice
President of Member Relations and Applied Technology
at the Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber of Commerce.
Schlossberg’s leadership has earned him recognition by
the Pennsylvania Downtown Center (Downtown Manager
of the Year 2009), Top 40 Under 40 (American Chamber
of Commerce Executives) and Top 20 under 40 Young
Professionals (East Penn Business Journal).
Representative Schlossberg is married to his wife Brenna,
a teacher in the Allentown School District. They have a
son and daughter and live in Allentown’s West End.

Daniel Blain
Award

Shivkumar S. Hatti, MD, MBA will receive the Daniel
Blain Award, which recognizes dedication and service
to the profession of psychiatry.
Dr. Hatti is a board certified General Adult
Psychiatrist and has been practicing in Media, a
suburb of Philadelphia, for the past 35 years. He
divides his professional time between clinical
practice, pharmaceutical research, and administrative
consultations.
Dr. Hatti graduated from Seth G.S. Medical College
and K.E.M. Hospital in Mumbai, India, and completed
his psychiatric residency at Thomas Jefferson
University in Philadelphia, where he is currently
an Assistant Clinical Professor. He is the founding
member and past President of the tristate chapter
(SE PA, DE and NJ) of the Indo-American Psychiatric
Association (IAPA) and past President of the national
chapter. He is also the past President of the American
Association of Psychiatric Administrators (AAPA)
and the Philadelphia Psychiatric Society. He is
the immediate past President of the Pennsylvania
Psychiatric Society and the 2010 recipient of the NAMI
Exemplary Psychiatrist Award.
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Meet the 2015 Benjamin Rush Award Winners

Robert Jones
Award

Howard N. Dichter, MD, DFAPA will receive the Robert
Jones Award, which honors a psychiatrist for commitment
and service to community mental health.
Dr. Dichter’s interest in community psychiatry began
as a fourth year resident when he and a co-resident
ran a psychiatric inpatient and outpatient program at
Fort McCoy Wisconsin, where they treated formally
institutionalized chronically mentally ill Cuban refugees
from the Mariel Boatlift. He came to Philadelphia to
provide short-term inpatient treatment, alleviating
emergency room congestion. It was in Philadelphia that
he first encountered the problems of homelessness and
was particularly interested in the relationship between the
homeless and their families.
Dr. Dichter has been the director of an outpatient
department and inpatient unit, as well as the Director
of Family Therapy at AEMC. His work with families
focused on the impact of chronic mental illness on the
family system. He was the first medical director for a
Medicaid Managed Care Organization and has consulted
with SAMHSA, CMS, and several states assisting them
in monitoring access and quality of care for their public
patients. Dr. Dichter is currently the medical director
for Pathways to Housing PA, where he has assists the
chronically homeless maintaining stable housing and
recovering from the ravages of mental illness and
substance use.

Jack Greenspan
Award

Michael Sam Ascher, MD will receive the Jack
Greenspan Award, which is presented to a psychiatrist
who has been out of training for up to five years and
has established a private practice, who has excelled in
preserving, protecting, and defending the practice of
psychiatry in Pennsylvania, or has made a substantial
contribution to the Philadelphia Psychiatric Society and/
or organized psychiatry.
Michael Ascher, MD is a board-certified psychiatrist
who serves as a Clinical Associate in Psychiatry at the
University of Pennsylvania and is in private practice.
His academic and clinical interests include addictive
behaviors, harm reduction, family-inclusive treatment,
and psychotherapy. His opinions on these matters
have appeared in USA Today, Los Angeles Times, The
Huffington Post, The Fix, Clinical Psychiatry News,
Psychiatric Times, and Psychiatric News.
Dr. Ascher’s books include The Behavioral Addictions
(Washington: American Psychiatric Publishing 2015),
Couples and Family Therapy in Clinical Practice, Fifth
Edition (Wiley-Blackwell 2015) and Psychiatry Made
Ridiculously Simple (MedMaster Publishing 2015).
He frequently lectures to both professional and lay
audiences and is very active in mentoring and teaching
medical students, residents, and fellows. Dr. Ascher
sits on the executive board of the Association of Family
Psychiatrists and is an invited member of the Group for
the Advancement of Psychiatry (GAP). He also sits on the
Editorial Advisory Board for Clinical Psychiatry News.
Dr. Ascher is passionate about mental health advocacy,
bringing together clinicians from different disciplines,
and working with his patients in their search for overall
health, growth, and fulfilling relationships. He is married
to Lauren Ascher and they proudly welcomed daughter
Jordana to their family this past April.
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Meet the 2015 Benjamin Rush Award Winners

Publication
Award

Resident Achievement
Award

Kyle M. Kampman, MD will receive the Publication
Award, which is awarded to non-PPS members for articles
directed to non-psychiatrists in Pennsylvania.

Tanuja Praveen K. Gandhi, MD will receive the
Resident Achievement Award, which is given to a resident
in one of the area training programs who has been
nominated for outstanding activity as a resident.

Dr. Kyle Kampman graduated from Northwestern
University in 1981 and Tulane University School of
Medicine in 1985. He interned at the National Naval
Medical Center at Bethesda, Maryland and served in the
United States Navy from 1985 until 1990. He came to
the University of Pennsylvania and served as a resident
in Psychiatry from 1990 until 1993. He then completed a
fellowship in Addiction Psychiatry. In 1994, he joined the
faculty in the Department of Psychiatry as an assistant
professor. He was promoted to associate professor in 2003
and to professor in 2012.
Dr. Kampman has had extensive experience in the
treatment of alcohol, cocaine, and opiate dependence. He
has conducted a number of trials testing medications for
the treatment of cocaine, alcohol, and opiate dependence
and is a recognized authority on the cocaine withdrawal
syndrome. In addition to research, he works at the
Addiction Recovery Unit of the Philadelphia VA Medical
Center, where he continues to treat cocaine, alcohol, and
opiate dependent patients with both medications and
psychotherapy.

Dr. Gandhi grew up in a traditional family in Bangalore,
India. She completed her medical education in India and
later moved to the US for residency training.
During residency training at the Einstein Medical
Centre in Philadelphia, Dr. Gandhi has pursued diverse
clinical and research projects that materialized in to
presentations at national meetings. She has received
awards including the Indo-American Psychiatric
Association’s Mentor-Mentee Award, poster awards at
the Colloquium of Scholars and Pennsylvania’s Risk
Management Conference and the Margolis Travel Award
in Forensic Psychiatry. She has been selected as an APA
Diversity Leadership Fellow and will be serving on
APA’s Council of Psychiatry and the Law. Dr. Gandhi, a
fourth-year resident, is currently the Administrative Chief
Resident for Medical Education in her program. Upon
her graduation, she will be starting fellowship training in
Forensic Psychiatry at Yale.
Dr. Gandhi has served as a resident representative to the
Philadelphia Psychiatric Society for the past two years.
She describes this experience as both professionally and
personally rewarding. Involvement with the Society has
provided her with a platform to experience psychiatry
in a broader perspective. She strongly believes that the
guidance and support provided by her residency program,
this Society, and the IAPA has helped in nurturing her
growth as an individual.
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President’s Message
continued from page 1

more of a role in reentry programs. As
it is, too little funding goes to support
community mental health apart from
efforts at insurance parity. Dr. Binder
does not support the idea of a return to
the asylum, but the concept has created
a reexamination of our priorities. Please
keep an eye on all these important
matters.
On the local level, in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania Psychiatric Society
Executive Director Deb Shoemaker is
keeping us apprised of legislative efforts
aimed at improving the lot of persons
with disabilities. Having attended district
branch council meetings, I realize how
important our vigilance is, to make sure
that our patients are regarded as recipients
of care and mercy and not conveniently
lumped in with ordinary criminals, as
in the Dix era. Some of you may be
thinking, “Hey, it’s not so simple!”
My message is to keep our eyes on the
ball: MENTAL ILLNESS IS NOT A
CRIME.
This message will be echoed (not
shouted) at the upcoming Benjamin
Rush Gala on November 6 (please
register). The Benjamin Rush Award
will be presented to State Representative
Mike Schlossberg for his personal and

Fall 2015
courageous activity in Pennsylvania’s
legislature to recognize the needs of
our citizens with mental illness. Rep.
Schlossberg is the founder of the mental
health caucus and a participant in other
prosocial activities in the House. The PPS
will also be making a contribution to the
legal and legislative needs of juveniles—
but only if you purchase a Benjamin Rush
Gala logo tie-dyed t-shirt at the event.
The donation will go to the Juvenile Law
Center in Philadelphia. Please check out
their good work (www.jlc.org).
Looks like I let the Benjamin Rush
Gala into the conversation, so I’ll run
with it. By now, you will have received
announcements and registration links. I’d
like to frame the event in my own way.
You know I have chosen a Sixties theme.
Peace and love, yada yada yada. BUT, it’s
not a stretch when you think about love
in its various forms and guises. Those
of us who love the field of psychiatry,
love to commune with similarly minded
folk, and who have positive regard for
our patients will benefit from attending
the Gala. I don’t know what turns you
on (yes, I still use Sixties lingo), but I
still get warm and fuzzy feelings when
we honor each other’s accomplishments
and look to leaders past and future. So,
yes, it is a love fest of sorts, but one that
will strengthen your commitment to our
profession. To paraphrase, “If you’re
going to Merion Cricket, be sure to wear
a flower in your hair.” See you there.

Welcome
NEW
Members
The Philadelphia Psychiatric
Society welcomes the
following new members who
joined in 2015:

Members In Training
Sara J. Bachani, MD
Ruby H. Barghini, MD
Daniel J. Bender, DO
Irina Chikvashvili, DO
Frank B. Chumley, MD
Adnan M. Durrani, MD
Megan L. Gilman, MD
John Gurski, DO
Elizabeth M. Kurian, DO
Swapna Moorthy, MD
Christopher M. Nemes, MD
Markian Pazuniak, MD
Kimberly S. Resnick, MD
Audrey M. Rossowski, DO
Kris Ruangchotvit, MD
Kruthika Sampathgiri, MD
Theresa T. Sherrod, MD
Nazanin E. Silver, MD
Swathi Tadoori, MD
Ashley Un, MD
Martin Vetter, MD
				

General Members

Charles B. Beasley, Jr., MD
Diana Cozma, MD
Liebe K. Gelman, MD
Angeliki Pesiridou, MD

We’ve got
you covered.
For over 40 years, we have provided psychiatrists with
exceptional protection and personalized service.
We offer comprehensive insurance coverage and superior
risk management support through an “A” rated carrier.
In addition to superior protection, our clients receive individual
attention, underwriting expertise, and, where approved
by states, premium discounts.
Endorsed by the American Psychiatric Association,
our Professional Liability Program Provides:

• Risk Management Hotline should an emergency arise
• Insuring Company rated “A” (Excellent) by A.M. Best
• Telepsychiatry, ECT Coverage & Forensic Psychiatric
Services are included

•

Many discounts, including Claims-Free, New Business
& No Surcharge for Claims (subject to state approval)

•

Interest-free quarterly payments/credit cards accepted

Visit us at apamalpractice.com or call 877.740.1777 to learn more.

L e a d e r s

i n

P s y c h i a t r i c

M e d i c a L

L i a b i L i t y

i n s u r a n c e
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Center for Couples and
Adult Families Celebrates Anniversary
submitted by Ellen Berman, MD
Clinical Professor of Psychiatry
University of Pennsylvania

The Center for Couples and Adult Families in the Department
of Psychiatry, University of Pennsylvania, founded by Ellen
Berman MD, celebrates its first year with Dr. Jacqueline Hudak
as Clinical Director.
The Center is the only couple and family program in the City
housed within a department of psychiatry and focusing on
families and couples with psychiatric illness, as well as general
couple and family issues and family systems treatment of
addiction.
The Center offers couple and family therapy, family
psychoeducation, and resident training. With the addition of
new video equipment this summer, The Center will be able
to offer live supervision to individuals and groups. Interested
psychiatrists and other mental health providers can contact Dr.
Hudak at 215-746-2596 for information.

The Center’s teaching faculty has recently published
several books of interest:
Breaking the Male Code: Unlocking the Power of Friendship,
by Robert Garfield, MD.
Coming Back Together, A Guide to Successful Reintergration
After your Partner returns from Military Deployment, by
Steven Sayers, PhD.
Couple Therapy and Sexual Problems, by Nancy Gambescia,
(co-author with G. Weeks, Ian A. Gurman, J. Lebow, and
D. Snyder (Eds.). Clinical Handbook of Couple Therapy
(5th Edition).
Systemic Sex Therapy, 2nd Edition, by Nancy Gambescia (with
co-editors Hertlein & Weeks).

Society News: Professional Updates from PPS Members
Do you have news you would like to share with your colleagues? Email the
PPS administrative office at philapsych@pamedsoc.org and your suggestion will be forwarded to the
transactions editor for possible inclusion in a subsequent issue.
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2015: A PPS Year in Review
The Philadelphia Psychiatric Society
enjoyed an innovative and productive
year in 2015. Enjoy these snapshots of
the Society’s educational and networking
offerings from the past several months.

Colloquium of Scholars
PPS’ premier annual event, Colloquium
of Scholars, was held Saturday, March
7, 2015 at Drexel University College of
Medicine and boasted an attendance
of more than 130 Philadelphiaarea psychiatrists and psychiatry
residents. Attendees reviewed and
discussed resident research posters and
participated in educational sessions on
integrating medical and psychiatric care,
applying practical psychodynamics,
pharmacotherapy of major depression,
breakout sessions, and of course, Mind
Games on the Schuylkill, a jeopardy-style
quiz for psychiatry residents.

Congratulations to the following
resident poster winners:
1st Place Original Research: John
Chaves (Jefferson), “Serious Problems
in How Adverse Effects are Assessed in
Clinical Trials”
2nd Place Original Research: Shahana
Ayub (Drexel), “Suicide: A Public Health
Dilemma Review”
3rd Place Original Research:
Ramkrishna Makani (Cooper),
“Trans-Cranial Magnetic Stimulation:
Neurobiology, Response Factors, Utility
& Future Directions in Psychiatry”
1st Place Case Report: Tanuja Gandhi
(Einstein), “Prescription Drug Abuse:
Case Series”
2nd Place Case Report: Patricia
Serrano (Einstein), “Postictal Psychosis
Complicated with Post-TLE Surgery
Mood Disorder”
3rd Place Case Report: Arpita Banerjee
(Einstein), “Ticked Off By a Twist
of Lyme: Delusional Disorder in the
Aftermath of Lyme Disease”

Pictured here: (L-R) Colloquium of Scholars Program Chair Rajnish Mago, MD, the Mind Games
on the Schuylkill winning team from Thomas Jefferson University, and Marina Goldman, MD,
Past President of the Philadelphia Psychiatric Society.

Resident’s Night

Women’s Brunch

More than 20 Philadelphia-area
psychiatry residents and practicing
psychiatrists gathered at the Bourbon Blue
restaurant in Manayunk on Thursday,
May 21, 2015 for a festive evening of
networking and mentoring. Information
about the 2016 PPS Resident’s Night will
be sent to your inbox next spring.

The Philadelphia Psychiatric Society’s
Annual Women’s Health Brunch was held
Saturday, April 18, 2015 at the University
of Pennsylvania. Themed The Female
Physician Experience: Surviving and
Treating Breast Cancer — Psychological
Aspects of Survivorship and Resilience,
the event drew more than 25 attendees
and featured the following presentations:

Addictions Meeting
On Saturday, March 21, 2015, the
Philadelphia Psychiatric Society hosted
its first annual Addictions Meeting with
a theme of Street Heroin to Designer
Drugs. More than 60 Philadelphia-area
physicians and trainees attended the
inaugural event and enjoyed educational
sessions focusing on marijuana, tobacco,
opiates, alcohol, and pain and sleep issues.

Breast Cancer: Diagnosis & Management
— Dahlia Sataloff, MD
My Story — Michele Preminger, MD
ME: My Family, My Friends, My Life with
Breast Cancer — Faith Midwood, MD
The Women’s Interest Committee is
actively meeting and planning a terrific
CME brunch for April 30, 2016. The topic
will cover Forensic Psychiatry and should
be relevant to all. Keep your eyes and ears
posted for an update!
Ellen Conroy and Holly Valerio,
Co-Chairs
PPS Women’s Interest Committee
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Mark Your
Calendars
for 2016!
MARCH 2016

Addictions Meeting
APRIL 2016

Colloquium of
Scholars
APRIL 2016

Women’s Brunch
Watch www.papsych.org
and your inbox for
registration information.

Fall 2015

Philadelphia-Area
Physician Publishes
Medical Mystery-Thriller
Richard P. Kluft, MD, recently published Good Shrink/Bad Shrink, a
medical mystery-thriller about the misuse of psychiatric/psychological
science in mind control. It was published in 2014 by Karnac Books, London,
a major psychiatric/psychoanalytic publisher.
Good Shrink/Bad Shrink is a medical mystery/thriller that explores the
dark world of mind control and abusive psychiatric research. Eve Gilchrist
is a psychiatry resident at a major Philadelphia medical school. She
encounters a puzzling patient whose flashbacks suggest that the life he
thought he remembered was an artifact of brainwashing. Residency director
and consultant Ben Jordan discovers that the man is still being trained
and monitored by the Project, a shadowy group that applies officiallycondemned mind control technologies for profit in the private sector. Project
operatives mobilize to reclaim their trainee to preserve the secrecy of their
efforts, undermine Jordan’s credibility, and neutralize both Jordan and
Gilchrist. Jordan and Gilchrist - a quick learner - utilize clinical knowledge
and research findings to escape efforts to torture and liquidate them, to
distinguish fact from fiction in their patient’s accounts, and to undo the
Project’s grip upon his mind.

Former PPS Member Honored by Alma Mater
Submitted by the Office of Alumni Relations
Office of Advancement, University of Alberta
On September 24, 2015, Dr. Harold I. Eist was honored with the Distinguished Alumni
Award from The University of Alberta for his contributions to psychiatry, mental
health education, and advocacy. Dr. Eist was previously honored by the Philadelphia
Psychiatric Society with the Jack Greenspan Award for his efforts to preserve, protect,
and defend the practice and profession of psychiatry.
An individual’s achievements are often a result of the help and inspiration they receive
from friends and colleagues — encouragement that helps University of Alberta Alumni
meet the institution’s challenge to “do great things”.
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